Virtual Bike Rodeo
Parent Guide

Instructions
to
Correspond with
Videos

Seeing and Being Seen
Teach kids why they need to watch where they’re going and to pay attention when on
their bike.
Materials:
 One bed sheet
 Several pieces of clothing and disguises
 Examples of bike lights, bright clothing, and reflective materials

The Lesson:
Part 1.
Play a game – What’s different?
Two people hold up a sheet. Have another person go behind the sheet and subtly change his/her
appearance. (If you don’t have helpers you could hang the sheet on a fence or clothesline, or hide behind the corner of a building.)
Changes can be things like false moustaches, ties, t-shirts, shoes, hats, etc. When
the person behind the sheet reappears, have the kids guess what changed. Do
this 3 or 4 times.
This game can be lots of fun. Afterwards, point out that cyclists need to pay
attention to what’s going on around them.
Part 2.
Talk about hazards.
What kind of hazards can be on the road when you bike?
 Moving hazards: cars, pedestrians, animals, other bikes, trucks,
buses, vehicles
 Stationary hazards: parked cars, benches, fences, hydrants,
parked bicycles
 Surface hazards: potholes, sand, rocks, drains, broken glass,
cans, etc.
 Visual hazards: bushes & shrubs, fences, parked cars, buildings,
flashing signs
Part 3.
Visibility.
Ask—Why do people need to see you on your bike?
 So a car doesn’t accidentally hit you.
Ask--How can you be more visible?
 Reflective spokes, reflective tape, reflective gear...
 Bike lights and head lamp on your helmet
 Bright clothing
Show samples of reflective materials, bright colors, and bike lights.

Chaos Corners/
Teach kids why traffic laws are important.
Set-up/Diagram:
Cones
Riders inside
this area

Stripes
Big enough area for a few people to ride in safely.

Materials:
 4 cones (Don’t have cones, try trash cans or just draw a box)
 Sidewalk Chalk to make stripes

The Lesson:
Part 1: Ride chaotic.
 Have bikers ride around in an area.
 The only rule: Don’t hit anyone or get hit.
 When people have a hard time getting around
without running into each other, YELL STOP!
Part 2: Ride with order.
The person in charge should ask bikers to make rules to
bring peace and order to Chaos Corners.
For example:
 Ride single-file around the outside border of the
area
 Everyone rides in the same direction or make 2 lanes one for each direction.



(Bikes always ride on the right.)

Use hand signals to tell other people what you are doing.
Look over your shoulder before passing anyone.

Talk to your kids about how it’s safer and more fun if no one gets hurt.

Who’s There?
Teach kids to look behind for traffic without swerving
Set-up/Diagram:
(3’ wide lanes)
Person with colored paper

Cyclist looks back without swerving

Materials:
 Colored paper (several colors)
 Sidewalk Chalk to draw the lane

The Lesson:
Part 1. Ask this question:
“You are riding down the street and decide to turn left at the next corner. What’s the
most important thing to do before making that left turn?”
A likely answer may be “give hand signals.” Tell them signaling is important but there is something
that’s even more important: “Look behind you!” Ask why?
 Cars, buses, trucks, motorcycles, and other bicycles
Part 2. Practice doing it
 Ride down the lane that you drew with sidewalk chalk.
Riders have to stay inside the lines.
 The person with the colored paper will yell “LOOK.”
 The rider looks behind and shouts out the color of paper
WITHOUT SWERVING. (They can look over their shoulder or under their arm if they


have a bike with dropped handlebars.)

The rider makes a U-turn and goes back to the start.

Riding Tip: unskilled riders often swerve in the direction they look. They
could swerve into traffic. If they ease their grip on the handlebars and
hold their shoulders steady when they look back, they can ride straight.

Hint: An easy way to look back is
to drop your left hand to your
thigh and coast; then look back
over that shoulder.

ABC’s of Bike Safety
Teach kids to do a quick check before they ride

Before you head out on a ride do this really useful “ABC Quick Check ” to ensure a safe ride. Here is a
YouTube link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ghq9m8hpRao
A is for air
 Check your tires to make sure both tires are firm—not flat.
B is for brakes
 Check your brakes—squeeze both of your brakes and try to move the bike. It shouldn’t move
C is for chain
 Check the chain—lift the back end of the bike and pedal forwards and backwards a few times.
Everything should move easily and not squeak.
Quick is for quick releases
 Check all of the clamps on the bike (wheels & seat) to make sure everything is tight.
Check
 Check your helmet for cracks and make sure it fits properly.
It’s good to have a few of your own tools to tweak and care for your bike.
Things like a wrench, allen keys, de-greaser, bike pump etc. If you don’t have
tools, bring your bike over to Carvers or Mountain Wave. They would be
happy to help you.

https://www.mountainwave.com/

https://breckenridgeskishop.com/

Demon Driveway
Teach kids to stop at the end of the driveway…
Materials:
 Toy car (e.g. Little Tykes car) or
cardboard sign with picture of a vehicle

The Lesson:
Part 1. Talk to your kids.
Young kids will ride onto a road from a driveway or sidewalk
without looking, stopping, or even slowing down.
 Walk bike from the house to the end of the driveway.
This removes the temptation to continue riding out
into the road without first stopping and checking for
traffic.
Always Be Careful Near Driveways.
 BE ALERT—are cars pulling in or out of a driveway?
 STAY CLOSE TO HOME—don’t ride into other people’s driveways.
 BE CAREFUL AROUND PARKED CARS—cars in driveways can suddenly move and their
doors can suddenly open.
Part 2. Practice making a left turn out of the driveway.
Have your child walk their bike to the end of the driveway and STOP.
Teach your child to look LEFT  RIGHT  LEFT.
 Ask: What are you looking for? Cars, trucks, buses, motorcycles, other bicyclists, pedestrians…
 Ask: What can happen if a car doesn’t see you?
Have them creep out a little bit at a time to see if anyone is coming. Traffic changes continually. Have
them look back and forth until no one is coming from either direction. Then they can go.
To make a point, have someone walk across the driveway pushing a toy car or holding a picture of a
vehicle. Bump into them if they go into the road too soon. Praise them if they wait for traffic.

Crazy Crossroads
Teach kids to stop at stop signs.
Set-up/Diagram:

PARKED TRUCK

2

1 3

PARKED CAR

Materials:
 2 STOP signs (make with cardboard or print on a sheet of paper)
 Something to prop the sign on. (e.g. tape to a trash can or have someone hold a sign)
 Side walk chalk
 Toy vehicles for parked cars or to be pretend traffic

The Lesson:
Part 1. Why stop?
Cyclists running stop signs is one of the most common bike-auto accidents. Bike riders have the same
responsibilities as vehicles and they have to follow the same rules.
 STOP at stop signs
 Yeild to pedestrians in crosswalks
 Respond to traffic lights correctly
Part 2. Steps for entering an intersection
 Roll up to the intersection and stop the bike
 Slowly move out far enough to see traffic
 Look “Left  Right  Left.” Keep checking until no one is coming
 Take off when it is safe
Try it…
1.
2. & 3.

Ride straight through the intersection.
Make left or right turns.

Extra people can pretend to be traffic. Bump into riders if they go into the intersection too soon.
Extra credit: When they are good at stopping at the intersection have them do hand signals to let
others know what they are doing.

Hand Signals
Teach kids how to use hand signals.

The Lesson:
Explain to the kids that unlike a car, a bicycle doesn’t come with turn signals or brake lights. Bike
riders use hand signals to communicate what they are going to do.
Part 1. Learn the signals
Teach left, right and stop hand signals; practice these before getting on a bike.
Make it a game—Simon Says is a great way to practice quickly.

The Alternative
Right Turn is
the easiest.

Part 2. Practice on a bike
1. Practice riding with one hand.
2. Then add in a hand signal.
3. Make a turn or stop while using a hand signal.

Helmet Fit
Teach kids how to wear a helmet properly.

It’s not enough to simply buy a bicycle helmet – it should be
properly fitted, adjusted, and worn every time you ride.
The Proper Helmet Fit
Helmets come in various sizes, just like hats. Size can vary
between manufacturers.
To select and properly fit a bicycle helmet, follow the
instructions to the left.
It might take a little bit of time to get the right fit. It’s easier if
you have someone help you adjust the straps.

Trouble-shooting Tips
Does your helmet fit right? Open your mouth wide…Big
Yawn!! The helmet should pull down on the head. If not, refer
to step 5 and tighten the chin strap.
Does your helmet rock back more than two fingers
above the eyebrows? Is so, unbuckle, shorten the front
strap by moving the slider forward. Buckle, retighten the chin
strap and test again.
Does your helmet rock forward into your eyes? If so,
unbuckle, tighten the back strap by moving the slider back
toward the ear. Buckle, retighten the chin strap, and test again.
One last tip: Roll the rubber band down to the buckle. All
four straps must go through the rubber band and be close to
the buckle to prevent the buckle from slipping.

Rock Dodge / Thread the Needle
Teach kids control and balance
Set-up/Diagram:

3” – 6” if kids are over 10 years
6” – 12” if kids are under 10 years

2’ – 3’ if kids are over 10 years

3’ – 5’ if kids are under 10 years

Materials:
 5 (or more) Large sponges (Don’t have sponges, try using stuffed animals)
 Bucket of water
Note: Wet sponges work great for rocks. They don’t blow away as easily if they are wet, and they
don’t pose a hazard if your child runs over them. Kids like to see the water squish out of them if they
do run them over.

The Lesson:
Part 1. Hazards
 What kind of hazards could you have to dodge? (glass, rocks, pot holes, etc.)
 Why do you need to be careful? (to avoid falls, flat tires, or going in front of a car)
Part 2. Let’s do this!
Ride straight toward the middle rock and steer around it at the last moment. First, turn your handlebars
one way (to avoid the object), then turn back the other way (to keep from falling), then turn straight ahead (to continue
going straight). See diagram above.
It is very hard for kids to wait until the last minute before starting to
turn. Instead of a last-minute dodge, they will try to do a graceful weave.
That’s not the intent for this lesson.
Thread-the-needle before and after the rock dodge. This is good practice
for balance and it makes sure the kids ride straight for the middle rock.
This forces the kids to focus on the clear path ahead. That’s why the sponges are so close together. Use
more sponges if you want them to focus on riding straight for a little longer.

Dodge-em Drive
Teach kids to deal with roadway hazards
Set-up/Diagram:
Approximately 100’
10’ Lane

10’ Lane
Storm Drain

Manhole Cover

Pothole, etc.

Materials:
 Sponges for potholes
 Cardboard storm drain
 Cardboard manhole cover
 Helpers to be pretend cars

The Lesson:
Part 1. Look for hazards
Kids need to look ahead for hazards and decide how to deal with them.
Cyclists have 2 basic choices: go around them or ride over them.
Part 2. Steps to go around a hazard
Going around an object on the roadway:
 ALWAYS LOOK BACK.
 Slow down, look back, and move left when safe.
If traffic is coming from behind:
 Decide if the traffic is far enough back that it’s not
a hazard
 Signal a left merge and move out and around the
obstacle
If traffic is close:
 Slow down and wait until it passes, or
 Attempt to negotiate the merge (This can’t be taught in a
bike rodeo setting. It has to be taught on the road)



Give a parked car 3 feet of clearance (a door might open)

If there is no traffic behind: move left and go around the hazard.
Riding over the hazard:
 Riding over a hazard can throw you to the ground.
The best option is usually to go around.
This lesson does not teach how to ride over obstacles.
Tip: Google Bunny Hop for videos on how to jump obstacles.

Turtle Crawl
Have a slow race
Set-up/Diagram:

Make the lanes as long as you like – 10’, 20’, 30’…

Oops,
NO
helmet!
You’re
OUT!!!
No
more
riding
until
you put
on a
helmet

Disqualified
Foot is down.

HOW SLOW CAN YOU GO??

The last Turtle WINS!!!
FINISH

(10’ per lane typical)

START
Materials:
 Sidewalk chalk to draw the lanes.

Whistle (optional)

The Lesson:
A slow race is really fun. The last cyclist across the finish line wins! The slow race helps kids hone their
low-speed balance skills. It also helps them with control at any speed.
Rules:
 You have to stay in your own lane
 You cannot put a foot down
 You can stop and balance (called a track stand) while
waiting for your opponents to cross the finish line
To run the slow race:
 Line up your contestants at the start
 When everyone is ready—blow a whistle or yell “Go”
 The last cyclist across the finish line wins!

Slalom
Teach kids to weave in and out
Set-up/Diagram:
Right

Cones should be about 8’ apart

Left
Start Here

Left

Materials:
 Sidewalk chalk to draw arrows.
 About 10 Cones (or anything a little bit tall that kids can ride around - e.g. bathroom size trash cans)

The Lesson:
The slalom is a basic bike control exercise that helps kids
weave between traffic cones without hitting them.
Ride around the cones
to the left and then to the right,
through all of the cones.
Don’t skip any cones, stop, or put a foot down.

Go back to the start.

Figure 8
Teach kids balance and steering control
Set-up/Diagram:

Materials:
 Sidewalk Chalk

The Lesson:

Part 1.
Mark the course with sidewalk chalk.
 Put the entrance at one end of the circle.
 The exit can be on either end.
 Draw arrows on the pavement to show the route.
This lesson tests balance and steering control while changing directions.
It tests a cyclist’s ability to control their bike on simple curves.
Part 2.
Enter the Figure 8.
Ride around the course several times in each direction (follow
the arrows).
Do not go outside of the lanes or put a foot down.
Arrows on the pavement help the rider know where to go.

Advanced Skills
Riding on/off Curbs:
Riding off a curb is hard to do without causing an impact. Go slow and be careful.
The size of the bump isn't as significant as the shape; (e.g. the sharpness of the edge).
Note: If you feel a strong jar to your body, your wheel is feeling the same thing.
Riding up a curb takes more skill. You have to actively lift each wheel. Wheelie the front and then
unweight the rear as it follows (also called a Bunny Hop).
Helpful link: How to Bunny Hop https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PIGjEcpAa-k
(approximately 6 minutes)

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Practice getting your front wheel up with good form
(instead of pulling with your arms, get your weight back)
Practice getting your rear wheel up off the ground
(Point toes down and push forward with your upper body
not your arms)
String them together
Work your way up, use curbs and bumps
Patiently Practice

Beginners note: It’s easier to bunny hop onto things than to go over things.

Panic Stop
Being able to handle a panic stop safely can save your life.
To do a panic stop, apply both brakes while moving back on the bike and positioning low. This stance
lowers your center of gravity and puts more weight on the rear wheel. Doing both helps keep you
from flying over the handlebars.
Once in position, put more pressure on the front brake
(about twice that of the rear brake).
During the panic stop, the rear wheel acts as a warning signal. If it starts
to skid, you are putting too much pressure on the front brake. Too much
pressure causes the rear wheel to come off the ground. If that happens,
ease up on the front brake to keep from going head first over the
handlebars.

Quick Turn:
A quick turn is a lot like a rock dodge. You might use this in traffic if a car suddenly turns in front of
you.

Two suggestions for the cyclist

1. Steer briefly toward the object you are trying to avoid.
This sets up the proper lean.
2. Next, turn hard in the opposite direction.
In this fashion, you can turn very quickly.

1.
2.

Keep your inside pedal up as you
turn hard. Otherwise, you may hit
the pedal on the pavement and fall.
Throw your inside knee in the
direction you are turning. This
gives you more stability in the
corner.

